
Workshop:  Corrosion sensoring, monitoring and prediction 

When designing or engineering a structure or other asset, the practical question asked with relation to corrosion is 
often a) if it will occur, and if that question is answered yes, b) when and c) to what extent. Despite decades of 
research, these are still difficult questions to answer. Classical methodologies certainly have allowed immense 
progress in answering these questions, but we’re not there yet, by far. One of the reasons for this is that most 
corrosion research is still performed in labs, while most real applications of the materials and methods developed 
are to be found in the outdoors. In reality, it is still difficult to reproduce real outdoor exposure conditions and 
meaningful data inside a lab, certainly when looking at long-term behaviour.  

When considering outdoor conditions, multiple challenges arise, including collecting data over long time periods, 
knowing what data is relevant, developing or finding the appropriate sensor hardware as well as the interpretation 
of the data acquired. Once those are tackled, additional hurdles need to be taken: how do I translate all these data 
into a way to predict what will happen? This would be an ideal situation. In today’s practical corrosion management, 
a lot of progress can be obtained through monitoring and sensors. When one can detect in an early stage if corrosion 
is taking place, appropriate mitigation of repair measures can be taken. If the triggers or underlying phenomena of 
the degradation can be observed, preventive measures can be applied. In other cases, sensors and monitoring 
play a role in improving or tuning protective measures that are in place, such as cathodic protection or humidity 
control. 

The increased deployment of sensors and their application in corrosion management as well as research also 
results in vast amounts of data being generated. This leads to additional challenges. How to manage all this data, 
and how to interpret and use it? Analytical approaches will not always suffice, so an increasing number of machine-
learning based approaches are being developed. 

The aim of this joint session chaired by Yves van Ingelgem (VUB, Zensor) and endorsed by Philippe Marcus 
(WP6 Surface Science and Mechanisms of Corrosion and Protection), Arjan Mol (WP8 Physico-chemical 
Methods of Corrosion Testing) and Tomas Prosek (WP25 Atmospheric Corrosion) is to bring together 
researchers and users from academia, research institutions as well as practical end-users from industry to 
discuss past, present and future of in-field use of sensors and the applicability of data in practical corrosion 
management and, going forward, in predictive tools.  

The key themes for the joint session will be: 

• New sensor types for monitoring corrosion and/or related parameters in in-the-field (non-lab) conditions 

• Continuous and long-term monitoring of corrosiveness and/or corrosion-affecting parameters 

• Data processing and computational models to predict long-term evolution of corrosion damage 

The joint session will focus on the following topics: 

- Sensors to detect and/or quantify active corrosion: development, application, validation … 
- Correlation between sensor data and material loss/corrosion activity on the actual asset or component 
- Novel sensor concepts 
- Treating large data sets generated by in-the-field sensors (data reduction) 
- Long-term sensor deployment and data collection 
- Using machine learning to treat and classify corrosion-related sensor data 
- Relying on indirect measurements to assess corrosiveness or exposure classes 
- Using data-based approaches  

o for predicting remaining or expected lifetime of materials or components 
o to predict the performance of certain materials (structure and/or coating) when applied in real-

world conditions 
- Ageing and degradation of sensors and monitoring systems 
- The relevance of norms and guidelines in respect to large datasets collected from sensors deployed in 

the field  
- Initiatives, lessons learned, and limitations related to data sharing, open data in the context of sensor 

data… 

Chair: Yves Van Ingelgem, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Zensor 

Philippe Marcus (WP6 Surface Science and Mechanisms of Corrosion and Protection); Arjan Mol (WP8 
Physico-chemical Methods of Corrosion Testing) and Tomas Prosek (WP25 Atmospheric Corrosion)  

Expected duration: 1 to 2 days 
Expected audience: 100–150 attendees 


